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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ein Techniker hat gerade den Austausch eines Laptop-Bildschirms abgeschlossen und bemerkt
beim ersten Start, dass der Bildschirm ein sehr schwaches, aber abgedunkeltes Bild liefert, das
nicht angepasst werden kann. Welches der folgenden Geräte wurde nach dem Austausch
wahrscheinlich am MEISTEN vom Stromnetz getrennt?
A. CMOS-Batterie
B. Wechselrichter
C. Mini-PCI-Karte
D. Gleichstromkabel
Answer: B
Explanation:
Erläuterung
http://www.ehow.com/how-does_5011808_inverter-work-laptop.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Fill in the blank to complete the query parameter and value so that the result set is returned in
reverse chronological order (most recent first) based on when message were entered.
Answer:
Explanation:
sortBylastactivity
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Can you name the Tool where the Central job scheduling tool is a real-time, event-driven
workload automation solution:
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Transaction ST13

B. Classic job scheduling transactions: SM36 and SM37
C. SAP Central Process Scheduling by Redwood (SAP CPS)
D. SAP Solution Manager
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A network administrator enters this command on an HP Comware switch:
<Comware> save
In interactive mode, the administrator is prompted to save to a file named config.cfg and
confirms the save. What is
the effect of these actions?
A. The current configuration is saved to config.cfg in the flash and is used for the startup-config.
B. The startup-config, rather than the correct configuration, is saved to config.cfg on a TFTP
server.
C. The current configuration is saved to config.cfg in the flash but is not used for the
startupconfig.
D. The current configuration is saved to config.cfg on a TFTP server but is not used for the
startup-config.
Answer: A
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